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Phase behavior of bent-core molecules

Yves Lansac, Prabal K. Maiti,* Noel A. Clark, and Matthew A. Glaser
Condensed Matter Laboratory, Department of Physics, and Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Materials Research Center,

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309
~Received 26 August 2002; published 28 January 2003!

Recently, a new class of smectic liquid crystal phases characterized by the spontaneous formation of mac-
roscopic chiral domains from achiral bent-core molecules has been discovered. We have carried out Monte
Carlo simulations of a minimal hard spherocylinder dimer model to investigate the role of excluded volume
interactions in determining the phase behavior of bent-core materials and to probe the molecular origins of
polar and chiral symmetry breaking. We present the phase diagram of hard spherocylinder dimers of length-
diameter ratio of 5 as a function of pressure or density and dimer opening anglec. With decreasingc, a
transition from a nonpolar to a polar smecticA phase is observed nearc5167°, and the nematic phase
becomes thermodynamically unstable forc,135°. Free energy calculations indicate that the antipolar smectic
A (SmAPA) phase is more stable than the polar smecticA phase (SmAPF). No chiral smectic or biaxial
nematic phases were found.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.011703 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular chirality plays an important role in the scien
of liquid crystals~LCs!, leading to cholesteric LCs@1#, blue
phases@2#, ferroelectric@3# and antiferroelectric@4# smectic
phases, and twist grain boundary phases@5#. In all of these
examples, chirality is an intrinsic property built into th
chemical structure of the LC molecules. Recently, a n
class of smectic LC phases (SmCP phases! characterized by
the spontaneous formation of macroscopic chiral layers fr
achiral molecules has been discovered@6,7#. The molecules
comprising these phases have ‘‘bow’’ or ‘‘banana’’ shap
cores. The resulting phases exhibit two spontane
symmetry-breaking transitions: polar molecular orientatio
ordering within the layer plane, and molecular tilt, whic
together produce chiral layers with a handedness that
pends on the direction of the tilt relative to the polar ax
Very large second-order nonlinear optical~NLO! coefficients
have been measured in the ferroelectric state of such ma
als, bearing some promising applications in NLO devic
@8,9#.

From a theoretical point of view, the relationship of pha
behavior to the specific bent-core molecular shape is of f
damental interest. In this paper, we investigate a minim
excluded volume model of bent-core mesogens, focusing
the molecular origins of polar and/or chiral symmetry brea
ing. Of particular interest is the coupling between polar a
chiral symmetry breaking. In most bent-core materials st
ied to date, polar symmetry breaking is accompanied by
ral symmetry breaking induced by molecular tilt. This em
pirical fact, and recent phenomenological studies@10,11#,
raise the question whether there is a fundamental connec
between polarity and chirality in molecular fluids. Howev
an untilted polar smectic (SmAPA) phase has recently bee
reported @12#, demonstrating that polar ordering can
present in the absence of chiral ordering in bent-core liq

*Present address: Beckman Institute, California Institute of Te
nology, 400 South Wilson Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91125.
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crystal materials. Another empirical observation is that be
core materials exhibiting SmCP phases generally do not ex
hibit nematic phases, although two exceptions have rece
been reported@13,14#. One objective of this study is to es
tablish the molecular shape requirements for the occure
of the nematic phase in bent-core materials. Finally, we
plore the possibility ofbiaxial nematic ordering in bent-core
materials, motivated by recent experimental@14,15# and the-
oretical @16# indications.

Hard-core models are particularly appealing due to th
simplicity and relative ease of computation, both in simu
tion and theory. In particular, hard spherocylinders have b
widely studied as simple models for conventional LC
@17,18#. This model exhibits rich phase behavior includin
isotropic, nematic, smectic, columnar, and solid phases,
phase transitions being driven by the competition of t
main entropic contributions, the orientational entropy fav
ing the isotropic phase and the positional entropy favor
ordered phases, as shown in the 1940s by Onsager in
limit of infinitely thin rods @19#.

II. MODEL

To capture the main characteristics of the collective
havior of bent-core molecules, we extend the spherocylin
model by introducing a hard-core dimer formed by two i
terdigitated hard-core spherocylinders sharing one sphe
end cap~see inset in Fig. 1!. This is an ideal model system t
consider due to the relatively small parameter space. Th
are three parameters: two geometrical parameters, nam
the length-to-breadth ratioL/D, whereL andD are, respec-
tively, the length and diameter of each spherocylinder, a
the opening anglec between the two spherocylinder axe
and one thermodynamic parameter, the reduced pressureP* ,
defined asP* 5bPvo or, equivalently, the reduced densi
r* defined asr* 5rvo . Here, vo is the volume of the
equivalent straight hard spherocylinder (c5180°), vo
5pD3/61pL8D2/4, with L852L. In all the simulations
presented below, we consider a single value for the leng
to-breadth ratio, namely,L/D55. This ratio has been chose
-
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in order to roughly represent the equivalent geometrical
velope described by a realistic bow shaped molecule w
fully extended aliphatic tails.

Using a similar model, Campet al. @20# have found a
nematic phase and a smecticA phase for bent-core molecule
roughly half as long as the ones considered here. Howe
no systematic study of the phase behavior was carried
Recently, a polar smecticA phase and a chiral crystal pha
have been observed for a ‘‘polybead’’ model of bent-co
molecules with an opening angle ofc5140° @21#, and polar
smecticA and nematic phases have been reported for a
tem of banana-shaped Gay-Berne dimers with an ope
angle ofc5140° @22#.

To investigate the phase behavior of our model as a fu
tion of the pressure and of the opening anglec, we perform
N-P-T Monte Carlo~MC! simulations, with periodic bound
ary conditions, on a system ofN5400 bent-core molecules
For each opening angle, the system is initially prepared
high pressure in the close-packed fcc-like crystal phase
responding to the highest number density~antipolar crystal,
see Fig. 2!. The unit cell contains two molecules and is d
fined by the three lattice vectorsa5D@1/cosu,0,0#, b
5D@1/(2 cosu),A3/2,0#, c5D@0,0,4L/(D cosu)12Dz#
with Dz5A39 cos4u26 cos2u21/(4A3 cos2u) and u5(p
2c)/2. Thepositions of the apex of the molecules in a u
cell are r15D@0,0,0# and r25D@1/(2 cosu)

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of spherocylinder dimers~inset! with
aspect ratioL/D55 as a function of opening anglec and reduced
pressureP* ~top! and reduced densityr* ~bottom!. All two-phase
regions are shaded. The following phases are present: isotropic
uid (I ), nematic (N), polar smecticA (SmAPA), smecticA (SmA),
columnar~Col!, polar crystal (XPA), and crystal (X).
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22L/(D sinu),Dy,2L/(D cosu)1Dz# with Dy5(3 cos2u
21)/(4A3 cos2u). The equation of stateP* (r* ) is deter-
mined by measuring the densityr* as the pressure is de
creased incrementally from the crystalline state. At each s
point (c, P* ), 23105 MC cycles are used for equilibratio
and 13106 MC cycles are used for production of the resul

The location of the phase boundaries is determined fr
the equation of stateP* (r* ), and the nature of the coexis
ing phases is investigated through the computation of vari
order parameters. In-layer crystalline order is probed w
the translational order parametersrGk defined as rGk

5(1/M )( j 51
M exp(iGk•r j ), whereG1 , G2 andG3 are the re-

ciprocal basis vector of a deformed hexagonal lattice,r j is
the position of the center of mass of moleculej, andM is the
number of molecules in a given layer. Smectic order is m
sured by the layer translational order parameterr i defined as
r i5(1/N)( j 51

N exp(iGi•r j ) with Gi5(2p/d) ẑ, where d is

the layer spacing andẑ is the layer normal. Polar orienta
tional order is detected using the polar order parametem
defined asm5(1/M )( j 51

M m̂j , wherem̂j is a unit vector con-
tained in the plane of the molecule and passing through
apex of the molecule. Note that the polar order parame
defined here probes only polar ordering within each la
and does not discriminate between distinct relative orien
tions of the polar axis in adjacent layers. Finally, molecu
orientational order is determined from the largest eigenva
of the second-rank tensorial orientational order param

Qab , defined asQab5(1/N)( j 51
N ( 3

2 ni a
nj b

2 1
2 dab), where

a,b5x,y,z, andn̂j is a unit vector parallel to the molecula
end-to-end vector for moleculej.

III. RESULTS

The (c, P* ) and (c, r* ) phase diagrams are present
in Fig. 1. Rich phase behavior is found, with isotropic (I ),
nematic (N), smecticA (SmA), polar smecticA (SmAPA),
columnar~Col!, crystal (X), and polar crystal (XPA) phases.
Configurations from the isotropic, nematic, polar smectic a
polar crystalline phases are shown in Fig. 2, for an open
angle ofc5165°.

iq-

FIG. 2. ~Color online only! Final configurations from Monte
Carlo simulations ofN5400 bent-core molecules with openin
anglec5165° as a function of pressure. From left to right: isotr
pic phase (P* 51), nematic phase (P* 55), polar smecticA (P!

510), and polar crystal (P!515).
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The nematic phase is stable for opening angles larger
c5135°. With decreasing opening angle, the region of s
bility of the nematic phase decreases, vanishing for open
angles smaller than;135°, leading to an (I , N, SmAPA)
triple point nearc5135°. It is interesting to note that fo
L/D52 dimers, small opening angles seem to destabilize
smectic phase rather than the nematic phase@20#. Due to the
weak coupling between adjacent layers in the polar sme
and crystal phases, it was impossible to determine the r
tive stability of polar and antipolar order by direct simul
tion. On the basis of free energy calculations for a sing
state point in the SmAP phase described later in this sectio
we tentatively propose that the antipolar smecticA (SmAPA)
and antipolar crystal (XPA) states are more thermodynam
cally stable than the polar smecticA (SmAPF) and polar
crystal (XPF) states. Recently, a bent-core molecule w
fluorine substitutions on the outer rings has been found
exhibit an antipolar smecticA phase (SmAPA) @12#.

The vast majority of bent-core materials exhibiting liqu
crystal behavior, and in particular SmCP phases, have a
opening angle between 120° and 135°, and do not exh
any nematic phase. Quite interestingly, two classes of b
core compounds having an opening angle between 134°
148° @13,23# exhibit both smectic and nematic phases. Th
observations, in good qualitative agreement with the pre
tions of our model, tend to confirm the hypothesis that
cluded volume interactions play a central role in the behav
of such materials.

The existence of a biaxial nematic phase remains an
sive possibility in thermotropic LCs. Due to their bent-co
geometry, banana molecules are good candidates to ex
such phenomena. Recent experiments suggest that the
atic phase exhibited by two classes of bent-core mate
might be biaxial@14,15#. Moreover, using a simplification o
the Onsager second-virial treatment and bifurcation analy
Teixeiraet al.have found a biaxial nematic phase in the lim
of very long bent-core molecules@16#. However, the nematic
phase presented by our hard-core model does not exhibit
biaxiality. It is likely that the reported biaxiality is due t
more subtle interactions and/or to the presence of the flex
tails. A biaxial nematic phase has been reported forL/D
59.5 hard spherocylinder dimers, but no transition from
an isotropic liquid has been reported@20#.

Because straight spherocylinders do not exhibit any p
smectic ordering, it is expected that our model should exh
a transition from nonpolar smectic (SmA) to polar smectic
(SmAPA). This transition occurs for an opening angle b
tween 167° and 169°, and is associated with two tri
points, a (SmA, SmAPA , N) triple point nearc5167° and a
(SmA, SmAPA , XPA) triple point nearc5169°. Very re-
cently, the first group of bent-core molecules exhibiting bo
SmCP and a SmA ~as well as SmC and nematic phases i
one case! has been synthesized@13,24#. The opening angles
measured by nuclear magnetic resonance techniques fo
region of appearence of the smecticA are in the range
132° –145°, but no polar order has been detected@25#, low-
ering the upper limit of stability of a polar smectic pha
with respect to our predictions.
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Figure 3 displays the evolution of the order parameters
opening anglesc5157.5° andc5172.5°. In the former
case, a polar smectic phase characterized by a high valu
both smectic and polar order parameters is present, whil
the latter case the appearance of a smectic phase from
higher density crystal phase is accompanied by a jump
zero of both the crystal order parameters and the polar o
parameter. The smectic phases~both polar and nonpolar! do
not exhibit any tilt. Neverthless, our results tend to confi
the hypothesis that the polar ordering is related to the
tinctive bent-core shape of the molecules, but is not stron
related to the molecular tilt. Thus, polarity does not imp
chirality in the minimal steric model presented here.

A transition between a polar crystalline phase and a n
row nonpolar crystalline phase~i.e., a rotator phase! is also
present. This rotator phase is stable for opening angles la
than c5172.5°, and is characterized by a (SmA, X, XPA)
triple point aroundc5172.5°. Quite interestingly, the rota
tor phase competes with a columnar phase for open
angles larger thanc5174° and smaller thanc5180°. This
narrow columnar phase is characterized by significant tw
dimensional crystal order parameters but a negligible ma
tude of the smectic order parameter. Since no clear evide
of such a phase was found for straight spherocylinders
slightly bent molecular shape seems to stabilize the colum
phase. Due to the rather unexpected appearence of the
lumnar phase, we performed additional studies of this reg
of the phase diagram using helical periodic boundary con
tions @26# for N5400 and a direct ‘‘quench’’ from a crystal

FIG. 3. Evolution of the squared magnitude of order parame
as a function of reduced pressure for opening angles ofc
5157.5° ~top! and c5172.5° ~bottom! showing, respectively, the
phase sequencesXPA-SmAPA-N-I andXPA-SmA-N-I as a function
of decreasing pressure. The following order parameters are plo
(n, ,, v) solid-liquid order parametersr1 , r2 , r3 ; (h) polar
order parameterm; (L) smectic order parameterr i ; (s) the larg-
est eigenvalue of the nematic order parameterQab .
3-3
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LANSAC et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011703 ~2003!
line state to the middle of the columnar phase forc5176°
with helical periodic conditions for a larger system (N
51600). A columnar phase was observed in both stud
However, we feel that free energy computations are nee
in order to assess the relative thermodynamic stability of
columnar phase, the nonpolar smectic phase, and the ro
phase.

Insights into the shape of the phase boundaries can
gained by assuming, to a first approximation, that the pa
tion function of the system can be decomposed into a pr
uct of positional and orientational contributions, in whic
case the entropy is the sum of an orientational entropy a
translational entropy. Competition between different for
of entropy determines the stability of a given phase a
given density. In the limit of straight spherocylinders, t
isotropic-nematic phase transition occurs when the gain
positional entropySpos exceeds the loss of orientational e
tropy Sorient @19#. A nematic-smectic phase transition occu
when the gain in translational entropy perpendicular to
long molecular axisS'

pos exceeds the loss of positional e
tropy parallel to the long molecular axisSi

pos, leading to the
formation of a stack of two-dimensional liquid layers. Sim
lar reasoning can be applied to bent-core molecules: in
range 134°,c,180°, the isotropic phase is more favorab
at smaller opening angles. As the cores become more b
the gain in positional entropy associated with nematic ord
ing is reduced, and the nematic phase range is reduced, e
tually disappearing forc,134°. The shape of the nematic
SmAPA boundary~i.e., for 134°,c,167°) can be qualita-
tively understood in the same way by noticing that the po
tional entropy parallel to the long molecular axisSi

pos is
larger for larger opening angles than for smaller ones, st
lizing the nematic phase for larger opening angles. This tr
is reversed for the nematic-SmA transition ~i.e., for c
.167°) because the absence of polar order leads to
ming, reducing the translational entropy perpendicular to
long molecular axisS'

transfor decreasing opening angles. Th
effect is responsible for the enhanced stability of the nem
phase for decreasing opening angles.

We turn now to the investigation of the nature of the po
smectic phase, more specifically to determine whether
polar or antipolar arrangement of adjacent layers is m
thermodynamically stable.

Based on extensive quantum chemical and atomi
simulation studies of MHPOBC@27,28#, we recently pro-
posed that the entropy content of molecular-scale fluc
tions of the interface between smecticC layers ~‘‘out-of-
layer’’ molecular fluctuations! provides a genera
thermodynamic mechanism that uniquely favors synclinic
dering ~a uniform tilt direction in all layers!, and that the
suppression of out-of-layer fluctuations in MHPOBC a
similar materials, due to their unusual conformational beh
ior, permits the appearance of anticlinic ordering~a tilt direc-
tion that alternates from layer to layer! @29#. Evidence for a
correlation between out-of-layer fluctuations and clinic
has been found previously by Fukuda and co-workers, w
observed distinct higher-order Bragg reflections in x-ray d
fraction measurements on several antiferroelectric liq
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crystals@30#. Recently, we examined the general thermod
namic mechanism outlined above by assessing the contr
tion of molecular-scale interface fluctuations to the relat
free energy of synclinic and anticlinic states of the ha
spherocylinder system by means of Monte Carlo simulat
@31#.

The essence of this thermodynamic mechanism is c
tured by a simple conceptual model, the ‘‘sawtooth’’ mod
shown schematically in Fig. 4. In this model, out-of-lay
displacements of molecules in tilted smectic layers are
sumed to impart a polar, or sawtooth, character to fluct
tions of the layer interface~a necessary consequence of t
symmetry of the interface!. When two adjacent layers ar
tilted in the same direction, the sawteeth mesh, leading to
efficient filling of space. If adjacent layers are tilted in opp
site directions, however, the sawteeth do not mesh, and s
is not filled efficiently. Under constant volume condition
the system fills space either by quenching out-of-layer fl
tuations or by increasing the in-layer molecular density~or
both!. In either case, there is an entropic penalty~the entropy
of the anticlinic state is lower than that of the synclin
state!, so the entropy associated with out-of-layer fluctu
tions uniquely favors the synclinic state.

We extend this model to the case of hard bent-core m
ecules by noticing that at the interface between the SmAP
layers, the antipolar state exhibits synclinic layer interfac
while the polar state exhibits an anticlinic layer interface~see
Fig. 4!. Therefore, the sawtooth model predicts that the

FIG. 4. Sawtooth model for rodlike molecules in synclin
smectic phase~top right! and anticlinic smectic phase~bottom
right!. The antipolar state of bent-core molecules~top left! exhibits
synclinic layer interface while the polar state~bottom left! exhibits
anticlinic layer interface. Thus, the sawtooth model predicts that
entropy associated with out-of-layer fluctuations should favor
antipolar state.
3-4
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PHASE BEHAVIOR OF BENT-CORE MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 011703 ~2003!
tipolar state should be the most thermodynamically sta
state. To test this hypothesis, we have carried out a serie
simulations of the hard spherocylinder dimer system to
rectly probe the free energy difference between polar
antipolar states. We performed constant-pressure Mo
Carlo simulations of periodic systems of hard bent-core m
ecules in the SmAP phase, using a shifted periodic bounda
condition to ensure two effective layers in our system. S
tems consisting of 400 bent-core molecules with an open
anglec5120° ~corresponding to the opening angle pres
in the main class of bent-core molecules! and a length-
breadth ratioL/D55 for each spherocylinder were simu
lated at a reduced pressureP* 57.5. This state point is in the
middle of the SmAP phase range~see Fig. 1!. Each run con-
sists of 23105 sweeps for equilibration and 43106 sweeps
for production.

Umbrella sampling@32# makes use of a biasing potenti
to measure the probability distribution of a quantityQ,

P~Q!5^d„Q2Q~rN!…&5
1

ZE dVE drNd„Q2Q~rN!…

3exp$2b@U~rN!1PV#%, ~1!

for values ofQ for which P(Q) is small. Here,d is a Dirac
delta function,N is the number of particles,rN denotes the
set of particle coordinates,b5(kBT)21, where kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute temperature,P is the
absolute pressure, andV is the volume of the system,U(rN)
is the potential energy, andZ is the configurational partition
function. The biasing potentialU8(Q) is applied to constrain
Q to some specified range of values. The distribution ofQ in
the presence of a biasing potential is

P8~Q!5
1

Z8
E dVE drNd„Q2Q~rN!…exp$2b@U~rN!

1U8~Q!1PV#%5
Z

Z8
exp@2bU8~Q!#P~Q!, ~2!

whereZ8 is the partition function for the biased Hamiltonia
From this it follows that

P~Q!5
Z8

Z
exp@bU8~Q!#P8~Q!. ~3!

Thus, the distribution functionP(Q) can be obtained~to
within a multiplicative constant! from a measurement of th
biased distributionP8(Q). The Gibbs free energyG as a
function of Q can then be obtained~to within an additive
constant! from @33#

G~Q!52kBT ln@P~Q!#. ~4!

By piecing together distributions measured using a num
of biasing potentials, it is possible to constructP(Q) @and
thus G(Q)] over any specified range ofQ. Histograms ob-
tained with individual biasing potentials are combined
minimize the variance in the overallP(Q) using the
weighted histogram analysis method@34#.
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To measure the free energy difference of the hard be
core system as a function of polar angleF between the pro-
jection of the polar order parametersp1 and p2 of the two
layers in the plane of the smectic layer, we constrain
polar angle with a harmonic biasing potential,

U8~F!5
1

2
kF~F2F0!2, ~5!

whereF5arccos(p1•p2 /up1uup2u) andpi is the projection of
the polar order parametermi into the plane of layeri. Choos-
ing F050 biases the system toward a polar state andF0
5p biases the system toward an antipolar state.

In Fig. 5 we show the reduced Gibbs free energy,bG/N
as a function ofF. Also shown are several representati
configurations from this series of simulations. It is importa
to note that the biasing potential acts on the overall po
order parameter of each layer, not on individual molecu
and so is minimally perturbative. In particular, the biasi
potential does not,a priori, suppress polar order fluctuation

As anticipated, we measure a small but significant diff
ence in free energy between polar and antipolar states.
antipolar state has lower free energy than the polar state
sistent with the simple sawtooth model. The free energy
ference between polar and antipolar states isbDG/N
5b(GF2GA)/N50.003560.0002. As the volume does no
vary significantly withF, it is clear that the measured varia
tion in free energy is entropic in origin, consistent with th
sawtooth model. Based on these calculations as well as
the calculations of the simple spherocylinder model, we
ticipate that the most stable SmAP phase is the antipolar sta
(SmAPA), although similar studies for a wider range
opening anglesc and reduced pressuresP* are needed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The spherocylinder dimer model exhibits rich phase
havior, including polar and nonpolar crystal, columnar, po
and nonpolar smectic, nematic and isotropic phases. In
ticular, the existence and range of stability of the nema
phase are in good agreement with the behavior of the n

FIG. 5. ~Color online only! Free energy of SmAP phase as a
function of F for bent-core molecules with an opening anglec
5120°, L/D55 at P* 57.5. Snapshots from this series of simul
tions are also shown, forF050° ~left!, F0590° ~center!, andF0

5180° ~right!.
3-5
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LANSAC et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011703 ~2003!
class of bent-core molecules, while the stability of the no
polar smecticA phase is in qualitative agreement with e
periments. In addition, our model predicts the existence
stability of a polar smecticA phase forc,167° and free
energy calculations show that the most thermodynamic
stable polar smectic state is the SmAPA . The range of sta-
bility of polar smectic phases in our model is also in gene
qualitative agreement with experiments. However, no sp
taneous chiral symmetry breaking is observed, and a sim
extension of the present model, taking into account the
portant steric role played by the flexible LC tails in the fo
mation of tilted smectic phases, is currently under investi
tion. Our model indicates that there is no intrinsic coupli
between polar symmetry breaking and chiral symme
breaking, and that the latter is not directly related to
bent-core shape of the molecules.

Finally, it is of interest to consider the effect of varyin
the length-to-breadth ratioL/D on the properties of the
present model. The chirality of bent-core materials appe
to be a consequence of simultaneous polar and chiral s
metry breaking. It is unlikely that the simple spherocylind
dimer model exhibits tilted smectic phases for any value
L/D, based on the observation that the simple hard sph
s.
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cylinder system does not exhibit tilted smectic phases for
L/D @17,18#. It is worth noting that an earlier study of har
spherocylinder dimers@20# for smallerL/D also did not find
any tilted smectic phases. We, therefore, expect that the
pearance of tilted smectic phases~and hence structura
chirality! requires additional interactions or a more compl
molecular shape. As is clear from simulations of the ha
biaxial ellipsoid system@35,36#, a biaxial nematic phase re
quires a highly biaxial molecular shape, which is achieved
the hard spherocylinder dimer case for largeL/D and for a
specific range of values of opening angle, as has been
dicted theoretically@16#. The biaxial nematic phase is pre
dicted to appear between theN1 ~prolate nematic! and N2

~oblate nematic! phases and arises for a molecular shape
is in some sense simultaneously rodlike and platelike ow
to its biaxiality. Thus, it remains a distinct possibility that
biaxial nematic phase is stable for largerL/D in the hard
spherocylinder dimer system.
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